A switchable hyperbolic material (SHM) is investigated, with which one can turn on or off the hyperbolic dispersion of the material via magnetic control. The SHM has simple structure, with a one-dimensional periodic stacking of dielectric layer and gyromagnetic layer. The hyperbolic dispersion of SHM is due to the negative effective permeability of gyromagnetic layers, and it can be transformed into a regular circular dispersion when the d.c. magnetic field is switched off. This switchable dispersion transition is reversible, which may have great potential applications in many fields.
stacking of dielectric layer and gyromagnetic layer such as yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) with an external d.c. magnetic field H 0 along z direction. In our model, the thickness of dielectric layer d 1 = 5.5µm and gyromagnetic layers d 2 = 4.5µm are both much smaller than the working wavelengths (about 10 −2 m in this work). Therefore, our material can be viewed as the effective anisotropic MMs, which can be described by ε e tensor for TM mode or µ e tensor for TE mode. In this work, only TE mode is considered [17] . An obvious difference between our structure and the traditional ones [10, 11] is that we use the low-loss gyromagnetic material YIG [18, 19] instead of the high-loss metallic material.That being said, the dissipative losses of our SHM is naturally very low, which can be neglected in this work because both of the dielectric material and the YIG material in the SHM are nearly lossless. Unlike the traditional hyperbolic material, the dispersion of our SHM is due to the µ e tensor, which can be controlled by the external d.c. magnetic field. Therefore, with magnetic control, one can switch (or tune) the hyperbolic dispersion of the SHM reversibly.
According to real materials, the dielectric constants of dielectric layers and gyromagnetic layers in our model for the SHM are ε 1 =2.25, and ε 2 =15, respectively. With respect to the relative permeability, the dielectric layers is nonmagnetic with µ 1 =1, and the gyromagnetic layers has a gyromagnetic form [20] :
where Using the transfer-matrix method and imposing the Bloch theorem, the dispersion of our SHM associated with an effective permeability tensor µ e =diag(µ x , µ y , µ z ) can be obtained as
where k x and k y is the Bloch's wave vector along x axis and the wave vector along y axis, respectively, with ε = f 1 ε 1 + f 2 ε 2 , µ y = µ z = f 1 µ 1 + f 2 µ 2 , and
Here Between two red regions, there is a very narrow white region with the width of frequency range about 0.03ω m for each H 0 , corresponding to the elliptic dispersion. Therefore, in the SHM, the total width of frequency ranges that correspond to hyperbolic dispersion is about 0.56ω m (≃ 3.0GHz) for each H 0 , which is quite a considerable broad range for microwave signal processing.
As an typical example, when ω = 2.02ω m and H 0 = 0.3T , we have µ x = 2.3 and µ y = −2.3, and the corresponding equifrequency curve is plotted in Fig.2(b) (the red one).
Obviously, the dispersion in this case is hyperbolic.
Why the dispersion of our SHM can exhibit hyperbolic with some H 0 ? Physically, it can be understood as follows. First, the effective permeability of the gyromagnetic medium µ 2e , as a function of ω and H 0 , can be negative at some H 0 [17, 22] . Second, with the negative µ 2e of gyromagnetic layers in our material, its contribution on the hyperbolic dispersion is similar with that of negative permittivity of metallic layers in the traditional hyperbolic material. As a result, the expression of µ x for the SHM has many similarities with its counterpart for the traditional hyperbolic materials [10, 11] , except the last term in brackets of Eq.(3). This term is due to gyromagnetism, which provides a modification for µ x and it disappears in the nongyromagnetic material. Our material is tunable. With magnetic control, the dispersion of our SHM can be transformed, due to the change of µ e . As shown in Fig.2(a) , for a given frequency, the dispersion of the SHM is able to be changed between hyperbolicity and ellipticity with the control of H 0 . To show it more clearly, the dispersion of the SHM at frequency ω = 2.02ω m with H 0 = 0, H 0 = 0.2T , H 0 = 0.3T and H 0 = 0.4T are calculated, and the corresponding equifrequency curves are respectively plotted in Fig.2(b) . In this figure, we can find the dispersion of the SHM can be hyperbolic or elliptic, by changing H 0 . When H 0 is switched off, i.e., H 0 = 0, the dispersion turns into a regular circular one, because our material becomes nonmagnetic in this case.
Our SHM can be used to realize a reversibly tunable metric signature transition by switching H 0 on and off. This tunable transition may have a great many potential applications in various fields, i.g., it can be used to control the light on the interface of the SHM.
In our previous work, we have demonstrated that the all-angle zero-reflection [11] and alldirection pulse compression [13] can occur on the interface between the anisotropic medium with hyperbolic dispersion and the isotropic dielectric. Here we would like to show that these striking phenomena can be controlled by H 0 with our SHM.
For this, we show the control of electromagnetic wave on the interface between the SHM and air. As shown in Fig.3(a) , the surface of the SHM is terminated with a slanted angle θ, and the electromagnetic wave is incident from the SHM to the air. For the sake of simplicity, we choose a new Cartesian coordinate system x ′ -y ′ with the same origin, and the angle between x ′ and x axis is (π/2 − θ). After some algebra, the dispersion of the SHM in the new coordinate can be obtained as:
where
with c θ = cos θ and s θ = sin θ. The dispersion of our SHM at frequency ω = 2.02ω m with H 0 = 0, H 0 = 0.3T can be obtained from Eq. (4) and the corresponding equifrequency curve are shown in Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) , respectively. In this work, the slanted angle is chosen as
For the slanted angle θ, when a beam from our material with hyperbolic dispersion is incident to the air, there is a critical condition θ = θ c = arctan(|µ y /µ x |) which means the interface (x ′ axis) perpendicular to one of the hyperbola-dispersion asymptotes. When H 0 = 0.3T , the critical condition is θ = θ c = π/4. At this condition, the beam has zero reflection and zero transmission for all incident angles, which can be seen from the equifrequency curve analysis of reflection and transmission on the interface shown in Fig.3(b) .
From this figure, we can find that for a incident beam from the SHM to the air with any angle, the transmitted wave is always evanescent wave, so the transmitted energy flux is zero, i.e., zero transmission occurs. Meanwhile, the zero reflection also occurs in this critical condition, for the reflected beam is absent, as shown in Fig.3(b) . With this zero-reflection and zero-transmission effect, the incident pulses from the SHM with hyperbolic dispersion can be totally compressed or stopped on the interface.
On the other hand, when H 0 is switched off, our material become regular circular dispersion, as shown in Fig.3(c) . In this case, the effects of zero reflection, zero transmission, and pulse compression on the interface are also "switched off". In Fig.3(c) , the "zero reflection"
becomes "total reflection" with the same incident beam. Therefore, one can control the electromagnetic wave on the interface of our material, just by switching H 0 on or off.
In reality, here we emphasis that, control of the electromagnetic wave on the interface of our material is still feasible. Different from the ideal model as discussed above in which the ideal hyperbolic dispersion is still valid when k x ′ (y ′ ) → ∞, the strict "zero reflection" and "zero transmission" as well as the completely compressed or stopped pulse on the interface are impossible in reality, since the hyperbolic dispersion described by Eq. (4) is available only
However, the "near zero reflection", "near zero transmission", the strongly compressed and slow pulse [23] could be achieved easily on the interface of our SHM, because k max in our SHM is a considerable large value comparing with
To show more about it, a numerical experiment based on the finite-differential-timedomain (FDTD) [24] method is presented, with the calculated model shown in Fig.3(a) . An incident Gaussian pulse at the center frequency ω = 2.02ω m from the SHM with H 0 = 0.3T
is just arriving at the interface, with the E z field distribution shown in Fig.4(a) . When H 0 is kept turned on, as shown in Fig.4(b) , the pulse is strongly compressed, and the compressed pulse propagates along the interface very slowly. Furthermore, the "near zero reflection" and "near zero transmission" can also be observed in this dynamical process. On the contrast, when H 0 is switched off before the pulse arriving at the interface, the pulse is almost reflected, as shown in Fig.4(c) . From this figure, we can see that "near total reflection" occurs on the interface, rather than "near zero reflection", since the dispersion of the SHM in the case of H 0 = 0 is changed into a circular one with the radium larger than that of air, which can also be seen in Fig.3(c) .
Beyond the example presented in this Letter, there can be much more applications of the SHM, for instance, it may be used for the observation on "big flash" [16] , since the SHM is very easy to realize the metric signature transition. The related study of "big flash" in the SHM will be published in our another paper elsewhere.
In conclusion, in this Letter we have presented our design for the SHM, in which one can turn on or off the hyperbolic dispersion via magnetic control. The hyperbolic dispersion of the SHM is due to the negative effective permeability of the gyromagnetic material, and it can be transformed into a regular circular one when the external d.c. magnetic field is switched off. This tunable dispersion transition is reversible, which may have great potential applications in many fields, such as the control of electromagnetic wave on the interface of our SHM. In addition, the SHM may be used to observe "big flash" since the SHM is very easy to realize the metric signature transition. is the slowing coefficient. See also Ref. [13] .
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